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Small device, big on protection. 

SoloProtect Go is a comprehensive safety solution, and is the 
smallest dedicated lone worker device available within a BS 
8484 approved solution. The device form is a fob and is easy to 
use via a simple two-button operation. It’s extremely light, and 
integrates seamlessly within a lone worker’s apparel. 
SoloProtect Go is worn simply around the user’s neck, on a 
lanyard (including safety break), or on a belt clip or keychain.

At the discreet push of a button, SoloProtect Go will connect a 
lone worker to the SoloProtect Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC). 
The SoloProtect ARC is a 24/7/365 resource and is accredited 
to EN 50518. During a ‘Red Alert’, SoloProtect Go gives a user 
discreet, haptic feedback as a situation is being handled by the 
ARC, giving the lone worker confidence that audio is being 
recorded, assessed and escalated appropriately.

SoloProtect Go is also available with automatic incapacitation 
detection, and captures Geolocation information via GPS 
(Global Positioning System). SoloProtect Go is available for 
set-up with self-service on-boarding. Using an online, client 
engagement tool (SoloProtect Insights), customers deploying 
SoloProtect Go have greater control on training and device 
allocation, where a solution has to be deployed in a short 
period of time. 

‘Red Alert’

45mm

45mm

‘Amber Alert’

‘Device Check’

14mm

Weight 30g

Discreet Design
Delivering peace of mind to lone working personnel 
through a discreet form-factor and simplicity of use. 

SoloProtect Go can raise the alarm and send 
Geolocation data subtly, unlike a device requiring 

overt-operation.

Always in Touch
Mobile phone (GSM) technology will connect a user 

to our highly trained operators at the push of a 
button – where audio is assessed and recorded for 

future use.

Incapacitation Detection
SoloProtect Go will detect movement, consistent 
with a worker falling. This will facilitate an automatic 

Incapacitation  Alarm raised with the ARC. 

Alarm Receiving Centre
Providing a dedicated full-service monitoring and

response solution, able to quickly dispatch emergency
services if needed. Staffed with our highly trained

operators, 24/7 and 365 days a year.

Water Resistant
SoloProtect Go is water resistant to IPX6.

Accurate and Fast Geolocation
Providing protection for employees through a single 
device with built-in GPS, and can deliver an 

emergency services escalation quicker than a 
999 call.



WE MAKE WORKING ALONE SAFER

How It Works

Red Alert
The 'Red Alert' function on the SoloProtect Go is a 24/7/365 
facility for a lone worker feeling in distress, in danger or if 
injured or seriously ill. It’s designed to give peace of mind should 
the worst occur. The 'Red Alert' function opens an audio 
connection from SoloProtect Go to our Alarm Receiving Centre 
(ARC).

Amber Alert
The ‘Amber Alert’ function allows you to leave a short voicemail 
message using the SoloProtect Go. This allows users to provide 
valuable background information about where they are, the activities 
being carried out and any apparent or potential risks when working 
alone. Its use forms part of a user’s dynamic risk assessment.

Help is on the Way
Should a lone worker require further assistance, a trained ARC 
Operator will escalate your call accordingly. Whether you need 
medical support, Police assistance or further monitoring, you can 
rest assured that while you deal with the immediate threat, you’re 
receiving the necessary support.

Alarm Receiving Centre
The SoloProtect ARC is a purpose built, EN 50518 accredited, 
dedicated lone worker alarm handling environment. The ARC uses 
the latest alarm handling technology, ensuring that audio alarms 
from a lone worker are presented to our operators quickly and 
efficiently. Every second counts in a genuine 'Red Alert' situation; so 
enabling a highly trained operator to listen to, assess, and record, the 
lone worker alarm as soon as possible is imperative.

Like many, James often works 
alone and unsupervised, and 
as a result faces social risks 
whilst at work. James is a lone 
worker.

Protect your lone workers, 
and keep them safe with 
SoloProtect Go. Reliable, 
proven technology.

Meet James
Amber Alert

24/7 Alarm 
Receiving Centre

Help is on the Way

Red Alert


